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Abstract

The distributed  virtual  screening architecture  proposed in  this  work  is  defined in  5  steps:  Step 1

(configuration  of  the  experiment),  the  VS Framework  is  used  for  the  initial  configuration  of  the

experiment, with the other steps are automated by a Python script; Step 2 (preparing files), all virtual

screening entries are converted to the default formats of the rest of the run, for which AutoDock Tools

is used; Step 3 (upload files), the converted files are submitted to the computers that integrate the

distributed execution; Step 4 (perform virtual screening) and Step 5 (download results), the virtual

screening is processed and the results are sent to the computer that started the experiment. The results

were listed among four combinations of simplified distributed computing infrastructures, divided by 5

virtual machines. 

Introduction 

Bioinformatics can be defined as the use of computational tools in the study of problems and

biological issues, covering applications related to several areas of knowledge, such as biochemistry

and  computer  science  [Verli  et  al.  2014].  Thus,  virtual  screening  acts  in  a  standard  step  before

laboratory  experiments,  for  the  discovery  of  new  drugs.  This  technique  involves  calculating  the

estimated affinities (molecular docking) and the plausible binding modes of many drug candidates

[Zhu et al. 2013]. The main focus of this work is the use of AutoDock Vina [Trott and Olson 2010], a
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tool for molecular docking and virtual screening, as well as a distributed implementation using the

Python programming language. 

Materials and Methods 

For the configuration of the experiments VS Framework [Seus et al. 2016] was used, this is a 

tool of preparation of virtual screening in which it allows the user to configure in a simplified way an 

experiment through a web platform. RPyC (Remote Python Call) [Filiba 2018], a Python library for 

symmetric remote procedure calls was used to execute jobs. Basically, RPyC uses the Remote 

Procedure Call (RPC) protocol for a client-server implementation.

Results and Discussion 

Table. Results with Exhaustiveness = 8

IP list Receptor Ligand Runtime

192.168.0.51 (1 VM) 1YT9.pdb ZINC_results_AZT.mol2 7,60 min

192.168.0.51-52 (2 VMs) 1YT9.pdb ZINC_results_AZT.mol2 5,12 min

192.168.0.51-53 (3 VMs) 1YT9.pdb ZINC_results_AZT.mol2 4,05 min

192.168.0.51-54 (4 VMs) 1YT9.pdb ZINC_results_AZT.mol2 3,97 min

192.168.0.51-55 (5 VMs) 1YT9.pdb ZINC_results_AZT.mol2 3,85 min

The processing of each receptor-ligand in a distributed way had a better performance with the

increase of computers in the structure. Finally, the analysis showed that these platforms are suitable for

virtual  screening  executions  with  different  receptor/ligand  sizes.  These  considerations  may  guide

scientists in choosing the best computing framework for their large-scale experiments.
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